Abstract. The application of FDE technique makes single carrier modulation a valuable alternative resisting multiple-path in broadband communication. The paper shows the principle of SC-FDE and propose a scheme applied in broadband HF channel in burst communication system. At last the paper shows the performance of scheme system under the DRM criterion channel.
Introduction
Recent years SC-FDE (Single-Carrier Frequency Domain Equalization) is more and more widely used by people owing to its advantages of low PARR (Peak-to average Ratio Requirements) and less sensitive to the frequency offset compared to OFMD (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) system. The technology of frequency domain equalization is proposed to less down calculation of traditional way of timing equalization in SC system so that the occupied bandwidth can be raised. The paper provides a scheme with the SC-FDE system to complete the high data rate transmission under HF channel. Also gives the performance of SC-FDE system under the DRM criterion channels.
SC-FDE System Design
Principle of SC-FDE System. SC-FDE and OFDM are closed and have the similar means of signal processing. Fig. 1 shows the system flow of SC-FDE, the sending part firstly adopts technology of bit-to-symbol mapping, then the CPI module, and at last data frames are send through the channel to transmit after shaped filtering. At the receiving part, the UW in each data block is used to estimate the characteristics of the channel and get the equalizing coefficients. In the receiver, firstly data are sent into SYN module, this module is used to generate the frame data to generate the equalization. Then the data is converted to time domain by the IFFT module and UW is removed. At last the de-mapping and decision module generate the de-mapping and decision. [1] CPI Channel 
Design of the Data Frame Structure. The design adopts the 2UW frame structure, which is shown in the Fig. 2 . The burst frame lasts 1s with a frame head and 24 data blocks. The frame head includes double training symbols, and each data block consists two UW with one is at head the other is at last. Thus each data (D) has two UW at the front of itself. The first is used as CP like OFDM system, while the second is for channel estimation. On the ideal condition UW should have the feature of constant-amplitudein the frequency domain because of its function of channel estimation , so that it can produce relative stable frequency response to test the channel characteristics at frequency points. This paper adopts the Zadoff-Chu, which has an outstanding of the constant amplitude in time and frequency domain. It can be described as follows:
(N is even.) (3) In which N is the length of sequences, and q is arbitrary integer.
Principle of the Frequency Domain
The precondition of adopting the FDE is the data block transmission by adding UW to realize the conversion from linear convolution to cycle convolution We can consider it that the equalizer is used to convergent the extended energy of symbol transmitting to the its own time slot. It is equal to invert a filter to make it with the sub-channel to have characteristics of banner and liner phase. FFT IFFT The technology of FDE contains liner equalization and nonlinear equalization, and it is divided by the structure of equalizer, that is whether the output is used for feedback. Liner equalization includes zero forcing ZF and MMSE, while nonlinear equalization is mainly the decision feedback equalization with the shortcoming of error propagation. This paper simulates the SC-FDE adopting the liner equalization including ZF and MMSE. The equalizing coefficients with ZF are: [4] 
The other kind of good performance equalization method is DFE. With this method frequency equalization part is as the same of the above liner equalization, while the feedback part adopts the traditional transversal filters.
By the DFE method is: 
Design of the Synchronization Module
The synchronization module is at the head of the receiver, and it is used to capture the frame data out from noise, then find the accurate position of the frame-head into equalizer. At the same time, the synchronization has another function of compensation for the frequency offset because of the carrier frequency offset or dopper-shift. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the synchronization scheme in this design. The synchronization module is consisted of three parts including early capture, precise synchronization and frequency synchronization. First a capture module is used to give a judgment that whether the data arrives or not. IF the data received, capture module will send the data into the following timing synchronization and frequency offset module. Finally frame-data will be sending into the equalization module after all the three processes at last. [5] Capture module Precise time-domain synchronization
Frequency offest compensation
Frame Data Data In Figure 5 . Structure of synchronization in SC-FDE Early Capture Module. Early capture aims at deciding whether the frame data arrives or not.
This design adopts the method of double slipping window detection based on training symbols which has a judgment of the cross-correlation value between data in the two windows. The judging value M can be defined as:
where the cross-correlation is: (8) and energy of data in one window is:
Precise Timing Synchronization Modules. Early capture is used to judge the arriving position of data-head, while the precise synchronization module should reversely determine accurate position of the data frame-head. SC system is comparable sensitive to timing offset, while OFDM system needs to be eyed in frequency offset. In this design a method of judging the cross-correlation value between data in a certain length and the training symbols saved in local is adopted, and the corresponding position of the peak value can be defined as the data frame-head. Fig. 6 shows the simulation result of peak position under the DRM standard channel 3 with 4 paths of which the parameters are listed in Table 1 . 
Where the frequency is divided into two parts including decimal (  )and integer(I), and the result of the conjugate operation is: 
Simulation Results
This simulation adopts the data frame of 2UW structure shown in Fig. 2 under DRM criterion channels whose parameters are listed in Table 3 . Table 3 Parameters of the DRM channels Fig . 8 shows the simulation results with the parameters which are listed in Table 2 . It can be concluded that the system designed shows in a good performance and the scheme provided can be applied in broadband HF channel. 
